Reference Bank for The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith. This is a shared document to be filled in by the Year 11 Lit class. When complete, the table will serve as an excellent resource to locate
relevant quotes and other references to The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith that will help you understand and write about the novel. The goal is to fill it in as much as possible by you all making a
small contribution. Each of you is asked to contribute only five textual references that relate to at least two of the themes provided on the chart’s top row, including at least two direct
quotes.
1. Contribute along the row with your name. Make sure you include the context of any direct quote and a brief statement on the significance of any other reference.
2. These textual references can be in the form of direct quotes (at least 2); references to settings, characterisation, language choices, structure, genre, conflicts or representations. Please
avoid writing what someone else has already contributed – UNLESS you can make the evidence relate to another theme OR elaborate upon what another person has said (write in your
own row, but refer to other comment).
Note: 1. Please refer to page numbers, and give some context to quotes or identify to who/where the reference relates.
2. It is best practice to draft and edit your comments elsewhere before pasting in to this document.

 Jimmie’s status as belonging (and
not belonging) to both cultures is
emphasised by: “He was a hybrid.
If he had been a tribal man, love
Names are in
would have been written into the
alphabetical order
order of his day . . . Suspended
(Writing in names according
between the loving tribal life and
to class roll will help to easily
the European rapture on high
identify who has not yet
contributed – delete this)
called falling in love…, Jimmie
Blacksmith held himself firm and
soundly despised as many people
as he could” (p. 29). This in
between identity is one of the
causes of his bitterness.
 This counts as one direct quote.
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Giving voice to and
Vengeance
understanding the “other”
 Readers are given more insight
 Structurally, the novel builds up to
into Aboriginal culture than white
the murder of the Newby women in
characters. E.g. Rev. Neville
a way to reveal Jimmie’s actions as
patronisingly interpreting the
an act of vengeance for all
joyous laughter on the “solemn
previous provocations – not just
occasion” of Jimmie’s homecoming
the most recent.
as evidence of a race of simpletons  Makes reference to an element of
(“excitable people”) and concluding
construction (structure), quote not
that “God must love those who
always necessary
greet mere absentees with so
much ardour” (p. 6).
 Other references can follow – as
long as at least two themes are
addressed.
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